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BINET TECHNICAL SERVICES (BTS) was
formed in 1996 and operates in the global field of
construction, concentrating on mechanical work,
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overland slurry piping, structural erection and
1996 - 2010
platework, including the design and detail drawing thereof. Other related disciplines can be accommodated. All the project management is done
in-house as part of the installation of our projects.

COMPANY
INTRODUCTION

BTS has purpose built a lot of its own equipment,
as the kind of safe modern machines that are required are difficult to obtain. All the relevant machines are fully certified according to the MOSH,
OSH acts. We have the most advanced equipment, thus ensuring that the work carried out is
guaranteeable.
BTS started operating due to the need to diversify
to accommodate the changing scope of operations
it is now capable of performing. The company
started as a small concern, but whilst growing,
has retained the prerequisite for tight control and
good quality, so that in turn more competitive
pricing can be offered.
BTS has also built a number of machines that are
capable of working on the side slopes of slimes
dams. We consider working on side slopes on
slimes dams a speciality.
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COMPANY POLICY
The prime objective of BTS is to deliver top
quality work at competitive prices as efficiently as possible, using a very experienced
labour force.
To ensure that we meet our objectives we
have built up a sound team, using experienced labour and supervision, capable of
complying with all the current quality and
safety standards and relative codes of practice, and achieving these requirements in the
best possible time.
COMPANY ENVIROMENTAL POLICY
The company strives to comply to all the required environmental policies codes of practice and all standards required for the safe
implimentation of the different disciplines
required to perform. BTS has extensive experience in the enviromental maintenance and
upgrading of the enviroment in the mining/
remining feild. Maintaining the smallest carbon footprint possible
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COMPANY QUALITY POLICY
It is company policy to deliver a quality product
or service, to the highest standards possible.
BTS bases its quality and management on
SABS 0157 and ISO 9002.
All required third party inspection is sub-contracted to independent inspection authorities.
Data books and documentation can be compiled
to meet our client’s requirements.
The company produces welding to the following
standards:
Structural welding AWS A15/8 or AWS A5/1
Pipe welding ASME IX or API 1104
Platework or Vessels to BS2654
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